
EXPERIENCE
Senior Product Designer // National Democratic Training Committee
2019 - Present

 Works cross-funtionally with research, engineering, and leadership in contributing to 
overall product strategy and direction ensuring both user and business needs are met

 Leads in the creation and refinement of a comprehensive design system to build 
consistent high-quality solutions faster. 

 Designs frameworks for cross-team collaboration, design feedback sessions, and 
developer handoffs, improving team efficiency and proper implementation.

 Redesigns NDTC’s responsive website and LMS platform improving usability and 
increasing signups by 60%

 Manages and mentors 3-4 designers and researchers
 Creates and iterates flows, skecthes, mid and hi-fidelity wireframes, and prototypes.

UX Designer // Designation
2018 - 2019

 Worked in an agile environment focusing on mobile and web-based design problems
 Designed interactive prototypes leveraging key data collection touch-points to deliver 

solutions that would directly impact product growth
 Collaborated in the creation of ideation workshops to iterate on designs.
 Facilitated weekly client meeting presenting user insights and articulating designs.



Clients: The Eric Carle Museum, ChangEd.

Graphic Designer // Freelance
2014 - Present

 Identified and strategized opportunities for brand and design development with clients
 Defined concepts and moodboards
 Conceptualize and execute custom designs within set deadlines.
 Designed a variety of visual communication pieces for both web and print.
 Manage client expectations and budgets.

Retail Manager // Salon1800
2015 - 2018

 Developed tools to maximize inventory needs
 Used data to optimize professional products to forecast trends and top-selling items
 Crucial liaison between distributors and in-salon staff to guarantee effective product 

launches and promotions
 Piloted the introduction of a recycling and repurposing program that ensured 85%-95% of 

salon waste was diverted from landfills.

EDUCATION
Roosevelt UniversityBFA 
ActingMagna Cum Laude

CERTIFICATION
A11y: How to Design for All
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SKILLS
Problem-solving

User research

User interviews

Concepting

Storyboards

Journey maps

Task/user flows

User testing

Wireframing

Prototyping

Usability testing

Annotations

TOOLS
Figma

Figjam

Sketch

Invision

Illustrator

Principle

lauraescobar.design
laura.escobarg22@gmail.com
linkedin.com/in/lauraescobardesign

LAURA ESCOBAR  
Senior Product Designer


